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I. Introduction
Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am William J. Baer, Director of the Federal
Trade Commission's Bureau of Competition. I am pleased to appear before you today to present
the testimony of the Federal Trade Commission ("Commission" or "FTC") concerning H.R. 10,
The Financial Services Competition Act of 1997.(1) Competition in the banking and financial
services industries is vital to the stability and growth of the American economy. Although the
Federal Trade Commission Act does not apply to banks or savings and loan institutions,(2) the
Commission has played an important role in eliminating unlawful restrictions on competition and
in protecting consumers from fraud and deceptive practices in financial as well as other
industries. The Commission enforces the Clayton Act and the FTC Act against anticompetitive
conduct, both merger and nonmerger. On the consumer protection side, the Commission has an
entire division devoted to policing unlawful practices in the credit industry, excluding banks and
thrifts, and enforces 12 federal statutes relating to credit practices of nonbanks.(3)
The financial services industry is in a period of rapid change, including increased consolidation,
driven in part by technological innovation and by a decrease in regulatory oversight and control.
In competing in an environment of less regulation, the financial services industry joins other
industries in which extensive regulation has been outmoded by time and technology. Regulation
has been reduced in industries such as airlines, telecommunications, railroads, trucking, and
electric power. There are lessons to be learned from the successes and difficulties of these
deregulatory efforts, and the Commission has been in the forefront in advocating increased
competition in many industries,(4) aided by effective antitrust and consumer protection law
enforcement to prevent the anticompetitive accumulation and abuse of private market power and
fraud or deceptive practices.(5) The deregulatory effort in financial services has coincided with an
explosion in overseas expansion by banks, insurance companies, securities firms, and other
sellers of financial products. The Commission recently held hearings that focused in part on

increased global competition, and the need for clarified, global antitrust and consumer protection
policies in the wake of that trend.(6)
Market forces have the potential to benefit consumers through lower prices, more efficient
allocation of resources, and greater innovation. These potential savings and innovations will not
appear automatically, however. Ensuring the benefits of competition will require vigorous
enforcement of antitrust and consumer protection laws. It will be particularly important to
establish effective merger enforcement in the early years of deregulation to deal with the
restructuring that will certainly occur as banks are able to enter other markets and industries.
Many mergers represent a sound response to deregulation; others may be likely to preserve or
create anticompetitive power. Deregulation will fail and consumers will lose if the withdrawal of
regulatory restrictions is followed by the accumulation of private market power.
The Commission stands ready to protect consumers and competition as financial services
industry restrictions fall, as our enforcement and advocacy efforts so far indicate, but the
Commission's jurisdiction in this area is limited. When the FTC Act was enacted in 1914,
Congress excluded banking from FTC jurisdiction because the industry already was extensively
regulated.(7) H.R. 10 would authorize banks to enter nonbanking arenas in which both
competition and consumers have traditionally been protected by the FTC. In light of the FTC
Act's bank exclusion, the bill's broad authority for banks to expand into nonbank businesses may
restrict the Commission's ability to continue to protect competition and consumers in these
nonbank businesses. If the modernizations of H.R. 10 are to succeed in delivering the benefits of
competition and avoiding pitfalls for consumers, the FTC should be able to continue to bring its
expertise to bear in markets in which it is now active. We suggest that Congress reconsider the
FTC's jurisdictional limitations to ensure that the Commission has the jurisdiction to effectively
enforce the competition and consumer protection policies embodied in H.R. 10.
II. H.R. 10 Provisions Affecting Competition and Consumer Protection
H.R. 10 would remove substantial regulatory restraints on large segments of the banking and
financial services industries and would streamline the remaining regulation that is now subject to
a complex web of statutory and regulatory oversight. Some of the changes contained in H.R. 10
have implications for the competition and consumer protection missions of the FTC.
Subtitle A of Title I would remove the cross-industry participation restrictions contained in the
Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 and the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, thereby allowing firms
that can now provide only one kind of financial services product to enter other industries. Under
this subtitle, banks would be permitted to affiliate, either directly or through bank holding
companies, both with other financial services firms and with nonfinancial commercial firms. In
addition, within limits, this legislation would permit a nonfinancial commercial firm to own a
bank holding company. Subtitle B authorizes the federal banking agencies to impose firewalls
between a bank and its subsidiary or affiliate; requires those agencies to impose consumer
protections regarding bank retail sales of nondeposit products; and insulates insured depository
institutions from the obligations of their subsidiaries and affiliates.

Subtitle C would establish a National Council on Financial Services, with regulatory authority
regarding the relationship between depository institutions and their subsidiaries and affiliates.
The Council is directed, in consultation with the FTC, to study and report to Congress on the
broader affiliations between financial and non-financial companies, on the increasing use of
technology in the provision of financial services, and on allowing consumers to protect the use of
their financial information under proposed section 122. Finally, Subtitle I would streamline the
review of competition issues that arise from bank mergers, by removing those issues from the
scope of the banking agencies' review, while continuing to provide for review by the Department
of Justice. The standards that apply under the antitrust laws to mergers and other similar
transactions would apply to these transactions. The banking agencies would continue to consider
the financial and managerial resources of the companies and banks involved in the transaction, as
well as the convenience and needs of the community to be served.
III. Antitrust Enforcement in a Changed Regulatory Environment
The antitrust laws were designed by Congress to apply to all industries. However, in certain
industries, including banking, special regulatory agencies rather than the FTC were given
significant jurisdiction over competitive issues, including mergers. In the banking industry, each
special regulatory agency has been obligated to consider the competitive consequences of every
proposed merger within its jurisdiction.(8) H.R. 10 would change much of the regulatory
environment in the banking and financial services industries. Competition concerns would no
longer be a part of the financial regulatory agencies' review of every proposed merger.
In addition, H.R. 10 would enable banks to move into businesses outside the banking agencies'
experience. This would mean that banks could make acquisitions and conduct business in
nonbanking areas that frequently fall within the FTC's expertise. Some merger proposals may
substantially increase the risk of collusion or the unilateral exercise of market power. While
some of these risks may be in banking itself, others may be in nonbanking industries, both within
financial services and in other industries.
As a result, after the changes made by H.R. 10, expanded analysis by the antitrust agencies of
competitive risks arising both within and outside traditional banking will be necessary to protect
consumers and competition from anticompetitive mergers. As in other industries, merger review
in the financial services sector will involve identifying and investigating the few anticompetitive
transactions amid the many hundreds of procompetitive or competitively neutral transactions.
The Commission has had some experience in merger review in financial services industries. In
1995, we reviewed First Data's acquisition of First Financial Management Corp., which would
have merged the only two competitors in the consumer money wire transfer market, Western
Union and MoneyGram.(9) Consumers use wire transfers often in emergency situations, such as
when a person loses a wallet or when a traveler runs out of money. They are also extensively
used by consumers without banking relationships, which constitute about 20-25 percent of the
total population. The Commission's enforcement action required First Data to divest one of the
competing services. Based on our preliminary estimates we believe our enforcement action saved
consumers $15-30 million per year.

The First Data matter illustrates the importance of not weakening the FTC's merger jurisdiction
as regulatory barriers between banks and nonbanks diminish. Both First Data and First Financial
were two of the largest nonbank participants in the merchant processing business. The
Commission conducted an extensive investigation of that market but no enforcement action was
taken. The current restriction on the FTC's jurisdiction over banks, however, if left intact, could
mean that the FTC may not be able to review a future merger in the merchant processing market
involving a bank and a nonbank.
As a general rule, the FTC and the Department of Justice share jurisdiction over mergers and
other anticompetitive conduct. The two antitrust agencies routinely cooperate to determine the
single agency that will review each particular merger proposal, to avoid duplication of efforts or
burdens on the parties. The two agencies have standard clearance procedures that assign each
matter to one agency or the other, considering each agency's expertise in the particular markets
or firms involved. Thus, preserving in the restructured financial services industry the ordinary
rule of shared jurisdiction between the antitrust agencies would not be inconsistent with the goal
of H.R. 10 to streamline regulation.
H.R. 10 would streamline antitrust enforcement responsibilities for bank mergers by removing
them from the scope of the banking agencies' review while preserving Department of Justice
review. The provisions do not address mergers between banks and nonbanks, which are likely to
occur in the wake of the legislation. Depending on the nonbank industries involved, the
Commission's expertise and experience could be particularly relevant to some of these mergers,
and the Commission should therefore not be prohibited from addressing such bank-nonbank
mergers. We suggest that H.R. 10 make clear that the Commission would not be excluded from
jurisdiction over mergers between banks and nonbanks.
In addition to merger cases, there could be increased opportunities for nonmerger
anticompetitive conduct as a result of the opening of markets contained in H.R. 10. When
potential horizontal competitors were kept in separate markets by regulators, there was little
incentive or ability to engage in horizontal restraints. Distributional restraints were likewise
absent when the various components of the financial services industries were prevented from
joining forces. With consolidation now, of course, may come cases in which firms with dominant
market power attempt to exercise that power in exclusionary ways, including in nonbank
markets.
Although the Commission's nonmerger jurisdiction in financial services is largely coextensive
with that of the Department of Justice, it differs in one important aspect. Under Section 5 of the
FTC Act, the Commission can challenge unfair methods of competition, and that provision
permits the Commission to investigate and challenge acts not clearly violative of other antitrust
statutes.(10) We suggest that Congress make clear that the presence of a bank does not oust the
FTC's authority to address exclusionary or other anticompetitive tactics in nonbank markets.
IV. Consumer Protection in a Changed Environment
H.R. 10 would have substantial impact on at least two areas of concern relating to the
Commission's consumer protection mission. The first concern is that the bill could prevent the

Commission from engaging in traditional law enforcement action where the firms are acquired or
operated by banks. As financial institutions are permitted to engage in a wider range of
commerce under this and other proposed legislation, the question arises as to what regulatory
structure is best suited to the new role played by banks. The approach proposed in H.R. 10 is
functional regulation. Regulators with the most expertise would regulate activities that fall under
their traditional jurisdiction, regardless of the status of the entity owning the firm in question.
The Commission urges the Committee to ensure that the concept of functional regulation be
applied to consumer protection matters affecting bank-owned or bank-affiliated firms. Where
banks are permitted to own and operate firms that offer nonbank goods and services to
consumers traditionally under the FTC's jurisdiction, those nonbank activities should continue to
fall under the FTC's jurisdiction. The banking agencies' expertise is in protecting the safety and
soundness of depository institutions. In contrast, the FTC is likely to have experience with the
wide range of financial and commercial services potentially to be offered to consumers by bankowned firms.(11)
Functional regulation that preserves the FTC's current jurisdiction will also maintain a level
playing field in activities newly accessible to banks. It will mean that all firms engaged in a
particular nonbank activity, for example telemarketing, will be subject to review and action by
the same law enforcement agency. This will help avoid possibly inconsistent levels of scrutiny or
enforcement positions by different enforcement agencies. Accordingly, we suggest that H.R. 10
make clear that the Commission would not be excluded from jurisdiction over nonbank
activities.
The second consumer protection concern relates to the privacy of consumers' commercial
transactions. Early versions of banking reform legislation would have allowed virtually unlimited
cross marketing and information-sharing (even of sensitive consumer financial information)
among bank affiliates. The sharing of credit information among affiliates in the financial services
industries could pose problems for consumers. The Commission supports the mandated study by
the National Council on Financial Services regarding the ability of consumers to control and
safeguard the use of their financial information, as is currently included in H.R. 10. In the last
Congress, the Fair Credit Reporting Act ("FCRA") was amended to significantly liberalize
banks' ability to share information among affiliates. Those new provisions do not go into effect
until September 30, 1997. It would seem prudent to develop some experience with those broad
information sharing provisions before further expanding banks' ability to share confidential
consumer information.(12)
We commend the decision not to include cross marketing and information-sharing provisions in
H.R. 10 and urge the Subcommittee to ensure that they remain out of the bill. In light of the
Commission's extensive experience in enforcing the FCRA and its recent work on information
privacy,(13) we recommend that the study by the National Council on Financial Services
contemplated by the current version of the bill be done "jointly with," as opposed to "in
consultation with," the Commission.
V. Conclusion

The banking and financial services industries are in a state of flux. Technological innovations in
electronic commerce, along with service innovations that combine banking, securities, and
insurance elements have increased the potential for competition between and among industries
that were once rigidly separated. Also, many of the legal and regulatory structures erected over
the last 50 years are being streamlined or removed. These changes have the potential to
substantially increase consumer welfare far into the future.
This potential must be protected and nurtured through, among other policies, strong antitrust and
consumer protection law enforcement. Commission merger and nonmerger antitrust enforcement
has been effective in the broader financial services market in preventing the anticompetitive
accumulation and abuse of private market power. The Commission has developed significant
expertise in addressing both competition and consumer protection issues regarding both financial
services and nonfinancial commercial enterprises.
For the reasons set forth above, it is important that the Commission have the jurisdiction
necessary to fulfill this role with respect to nonbank entities and activities as the financial
services industries are restructured. We would be happy to work with the Subcommittee in
addressing these jurisdictional concerns.
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